Esta es la versión de autor de la comunicación de congreso publicada en: This is an author produced version of a paper published in: Abstract. In this paper we present an emotion computational model based on social tags. The model is built upon an automatically generated lexicon that describes emotions by means of synonym and antonym terms, and that is linked to multiple domain-specific emotion folksonomies extracted from entertainment social tagging systems. Using these cross-domain folksonomies, we develop a number of methods that automatically transform tag-based item profiles into emotion-oriented item profiles. To validate our model we report results from a user study that show a high precision of our methods to infer the emotions evoked by items in the movie and music domains, and results from an offline evaluation that show accuracy improvements on model-based recommender systems that incorporate the extracted item emotional information.
Introduction
Emotions are intense feelings that are directed at someone or something. For instance, a person may be glad when she comes across an old friend, and may be excited when she receives a gift. Moods, in contrast, are feelings that tend to be less intense than emotions, and often -though not always -lack a contextual stimulus [8] . Moreover, emotions are more transitory than moods. Quoting the example given in [11] , a person may feel angry when someone has been rude to her. This intense feeling of anger probably comes and goes quickly, maybe in a matter of seconds. In contrast, when a person is in a bad mood, she could feel bad for several hours.
Emotions and moods can be comprised in the generic concept of affect [11] . Emotions can turn into moods when there is a loss of focus on the contextual stimuli (people, objects or events) that started the feelings. In the opposite direction, moods can elicit more emotional responses to contextual stimuli. In this paper, since we aim to model the mostly ephemeral feelings caused by entertainment items -such as movies and music -, we use the term emotions to refer to both emotions and moods.
In adaptive and personalized systems, emotions are usually considered as contextual signals that can lead to enhanced approaches in a wide array of applications, such as constructing user behavior models [10] , tailoring search results [13] , and filtering and recommending items [18] , to name a few. Hence, modeling, capturing and exploiting emotions present challenging problems that are addressed in distinct Computer Science research areas that intersect with Psychology and Social Sciences, such as Human Computer Interaction [7] , Artificial Intelligence and Robotics [3] , Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis [6] , and Information Access and Retrieval [16] . Here we focus on the emotion modeling task, and restrict our attention to situations where emotions are expressed in (and can be extracted from) text contents -such as reviews in blogs, and annotations in social tagging systems -, differently to e.g. situations where emotions are recognized in either the visual or auditory modalities [7] [19] .
Computational models of emotion can be categorized according to the emotional theories they adopt, namely the categorical emotion theory -which characterizes emotions as discrete units -, the emotional dimension theory -which conceive emotions as points in a continuous space -, and the appraisal theory -which represents emotions as outcomes of events and situations. Our model adopts the emotional dimension theory by representing an emotion as a vector, whose components correspond to terms in an emotion lexicon, and have assigned positive or negative weights depending on whether their terms are synonyms or antonyms of labels that describe the emotion. As we shall show in this paper, the projections of our emotion vectors into a two-dimension space are in accordance with the psychological circumplex model of affect [15] .
The input data used for capturing and modeling emotions can also be used to categorize the existing computational models of emotion. Hence, we can distinguish linguistic approaches that extract emotions from text, image processing approaches that recognize emotions in facial expressions from images and videos, and speech recognition approaches that identify emotions on audio data. The linguistic approaches usually create or make use of text corpora and resources -such as lexicons, thesauri and ontologies -that provide specific vocabularies for describing emotions. In this paper we propose an approach that generates a lexicon and folksonomies to represent generic emotions and domain-specific emotional categories. These resources are automatically generated from a generic thesaurus and social tagging systems in entertainment domains, namely the movie, music and book domains.
Using the generated emotion lexicon and cross-domain folksonomies, we develop a number of methods that transform tag-based item profiles into emotion-oriented item profiles. We evaluated the quality of such profiles by conducting a user study, whose results show a high precision of our methods to infer the emotions evoked by items in the movie and music domains. Moreover, we performed an offline evaluation, whose results show that exploiting the extracted emotional information improves the accuracy of various model-based recommender systems on the above domains.
Related Work
The study and development of computational systems aimed to recognize, interpret and process human feelings is usually referred to as Affective Computing. This discipline involves a number of research fields and applications. In Artificial Intelligence, for instance, endowing robots with emotions for improving human-robot interaction has been largely studied [3] .
Emotion recognition in natural language is becoming increasingly important as well. One of the most outstanding applications concerns discovering the affective relevance of user online reviews of products and services [6] . Other works have focused on annotating texts (e.g. news items and tweets) with emotions [14] .
The use of emotions in User Modeling and Recommender Systems is mainly concerned with detecting and modeling the user's mood, and suggesting items according to such mood [18] . Kaminskas and Ricci [12] present an approach to recommend music compositions for places of interest by means of social tags that represent the user's emotional state when listening to music and visiting places. To attach emotional tags to music, they use the Geneva Emotional Music Scale (GEMS) model [19] . Others have studied how to describe music in terms of the emotions it evokes. Feng et al. [9] map two dimensions of tempo and articulation into mood categories, such as happiness, sadness and fear. Shi et al. [16] propose a moodspecific movie similarity, which is exploited in a joint matrix factorization model for enhanced context-aware (mood-specific) recommendations.
As done by Baldoni et al. [2] , we propose to extract emotional information from item annotations in social tagging systems. However, while they use ontologies and lexicons to assist the identification of emotions, we automatically derive emotions based on simple domain-specific emotional categories existing in specialized systems, such as the Jinni 1 's movie categories and GEMS' music categories. Moreover, to make our approach generic and ensure cross-domain interoperability, the domainspecific emotional categories are mapped to the general and well accepted emotions of Russell's circumplex model [15] .
A Core Emotion Lexicon
Among the existing dimensional models of emotion, the circumplex model is a dominant one. It suggests that emotions are distributed in a two-dimensional circular space formed by two independent dimensions: arousal and pleasure. Figure 1a shows such distribution. Arousal represents the vertical axis and reflects the intensity of an emotion; and pleasure represents the horizontal axis and reflects if an emotion is positive or negative. The center of the circle represents medium levels of arousal and pleasure. Any emotion can be represented at any level of arousal and pleasure, including a neutral level of one or both of such factors. Hence, for instance, happiness and sadness can be considered as emotions with the highest and lowest levels of pleasure, respectively, but with neutral arousal levels, with respect to other emotions such as tension (with high arousal) and calmness (with low arousal). The figure shows the distribution of 16 core emotions. Our model also considers this set of emotions.
The dimensional model we propose is built upon an automatically generated lexicon composed of synonym and antonym terms of the core emotions' names -which are adjectives (e.g. happy, sad), as shown in Figure 1a . The synonym and antonym terms of each emotion are obtained from the online thesaurus provided by Dictionary.com 2 . Specifically, the lexicon is composed of the synonyms and antonyms of all noun, adjective and verb entries in the above thesaurus for the emotions' names. Table 1 shows some of the gathered synonyms for each emotion. Once the lexicon is generated, a core emotion is represented as a vector , in which the component corresponds to the term (that can describe various emotions), and is a numeric value defined as:
The component is greater than 0 if the term is a synonym of the emotion , lower than 0 if is an antonym of , and 0 otherwise. Its absolute value corresponds to the TF-IDF weight of computed by considering the lexicon as the collection vocabulary, and the set of emotions (described as sets of synonym and antonym terms) as the collection documents. Formally, where is the normalized term frequency of for , which measures how relevant the term is to describe the emotion, and which is defined as: being the number of times that term appears in the sets of synonyms and antonyms of 's thesaurus entries; and where is the inverse document frequency of in , which measures how rare (and thus informative) is the term across all the emotions' descriptions, and which is defined as:
With the proposed vector representation, we can measure (dis)similarities between emotions. Specifically, we can use the cosine similarity ( ) ( ). To validate the correspondences between our computational model and the theoretic circumplex model, Figure 1b shows the projections of the emotion vectors into a two-dimensional space by applying Principal Component Analysis. We can see that our model locates all the 16 basic emotions in their corresponding quadrants. More interestingly, in our model the axes defined by the two most informative components are related to the arousal and pleasure factors of the circumplex model. Thus, positive emotions (e.g. happy, calm) are in the right quadrants, while negative emotions (e.g. sad, upset) are in the left ones, for the horizontal (pleasure) axis; and more intense emotions (e.g. tense, alert) are in the upper quadrants, while less intense emotions (e.g. relaxed, bored) are in the lower quadrants, for the vertical (arousal) axis.
We note that, as done in [4] , we tested other term weighting methods -such as the BM25 probabilistic model -and emotion similarity functions -such as the Jaccard similarity. We finally used the TF-IDF weighting method and cosine similarity since they let generate the two-dimensional distribution of emotions closest to the circumplex model's. We also note that we did not perform any cleaning and filtering process on the original sets of synonyms and antonyms obtained from the online thesaurus. Such process may increase the quality of the representations (e.g. by discarding ambiguous terms), and thus may let generate a better emotion distribution.
A Cross-domain Emotion Folksonomy
In a social tagging system users create or upload items, annotate them with freely chosen tags, and share them with other users. The whole set of tags constitutes an unstructured knowledge classification scheme that is known as folksonomy. This implicit classification is then used to search and recommend items. The purpose for tagging is manifold: describing the content of the items, providing contextual information about the items, expressing qualities and opinions about the items, or even stating self-references and personal tasks related to the items.
Within the set of tags that express qualities and opinions about the items, there are tags that refer to emotions caused by the annotated items. In most cases, however, such emotions are not the core emotions presented in Section 3, but domain-specific emotional categories -such as suspense in the movie domain, and nostalgia in the music domain -, which indeed may be related to one or more core emotions.
In this section we extend our emotion model by linking the core emotions with domain-specific emotional categories described by tags in different folksonomies. Specifically, we focus on the movie and music entertainment domains by exploiting the MovieLens and Last.fm folksonomies provided in the HetRec'11 workshop [5] (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) . With the extended model we propose to build emotion-oriented item profiles (Section 4.3) and cross-domain folksonomies (Section 4.4).We make all the generated data -lexicon, folksonomies, and item profiles -publicly available 3 .
An Emotion Folksonomy for Movies
To build an emotion folksonomy in the movie domain, we first select a total of 15 emotional categories listed under the mood topic in Jinni movie search and recommendation system. We describe each category by 4 to 6 associated feeling terms, and use them as seed terms (see Table 2 ). Next, we extend the seed terms with their synonyms and antonyms in Thesaurus.com, but restricted to those existing as social tags in the MovieLens dataset. Finally, we repeat the process explained in Section 3 to represent an emotional category as a vector of weighted terms. In this vector, positive components represent synonyms while negative components represent antonyms. In this way, each emotional category is represented as a set of tags that lets establish (dis)similarities with other categories. Figure 2a depicts the cosine similarity values between each pair of emotional categories (green/red cells correspond to positive/negative values). It can be observed that close emotional categories, such as gloomy and bleak, present high similarity, while very distinct categories, such as gloomy and feel good, present low similarity.
An Emotion Folksonomy for Music
To generate an emotion folksonomy in the music domain, we select as emotional categories the 9 emotions proposed in the GEMS model (see Table 3 ). As initial seed terms we use the category names and their associated feeling terms given in [19] . Next, we extend these terms with their synonyms and antonyms in Thesaurus.com, but restricted to those existing as social tags in the Last.fm dataset. The emotional category vectors are then created as for the movie domain. Table 3 shows some of the most informative tags for each emotional category. Figure 2b shows the similarity values between each pair of emotional categories. Again, close categories, such as tenderness and nostalgia, present high similarity, while very distinct categories, such as sadness and joy, present low similarity. 
Emotion-oriented Tag-based Profiles
The proposed representation of emotions lets transform tag-based item profiles (i.e., the items' annotation sets) into emotion-oriented profiles. In particular, we propose to perform such transformation in two stages. First, tag-based profiles are transformed into domain emotion-oriented profiles. Next, the obtained domain emotion-oriented profiles are transformed into core emotion-oriented profiles. Formally, let a core emotion and a domain-specific emotional category be defined as in formula (1) . That is, they are vectors whose components represent lexicon terms and folksonomy tags that are synonyms and antonyms of the considered emotions. For an item (object)
, let be the item's tag-based profile, where corresponds to the tag of the item's folksonomy. Then, from such profile, we define:
 the item's domain emotion-oriented profile as , where the i-th component corresponds to the domain emotional category , and its weight is computed as , and  the item's core emotion-oriented profile as , where the i-th component corresponds to the core emotion , and its weight is computed as ∑ .
Moreover, for each of these types of emotion-oriented profiles, we consider two alternatives for defining the (core and domain) emotion vectors and : basic vectors, whose components correspond to terms of the lexicon, as defined in formula (1), and extended_N vectors, whose components correspond to the N folksonomy tags that cooccur most frequently (in the tag-based item profiles) with the terms of the basic vectors. These tags are not necessarily synonyms/antonyms of the seed terms, and it is not clear whether they can be valuable to effectively assign emotions to items.
Crossing Emotion Folksonomies
In our model it is possible to relate core emotions and domain-specific emotional categories by computing the cosine similarity between their vector representations. Figure 3 shows the relation between some domain-specific emotional categories and the different core emotions for both the movie and music domains. It can be observed that, for instance, the emotional category suspenseful in the movie domain strongly overlaps with the tense and nervous core emotions, while the peacefulness category in the music domain intersects tightly with the calm, relaxed and serene core emotions. Moreover, the intersection between cross domain-specific emotional categories could be computed to obtain a measure of similarity between them. Figure 2c shows the cosine similarity between pairs of cross-domain emotional categories. It can be seen that emotional categories such as feel good-joy and gloomy-sadness, which are very close in both valence and arousal, present very high similarity, while very distinct pairs of emotional categories, such joy-gloomy and sadness-uplifting, present very low similarity. Other interesting pairs of very similar cross-domain emotional categories are tension-suspenseful, power-exciting and nostalgia-emotional.
Experiments

User Study
To evaluate our methods that assign emotions to tagged items (see Section 4.3), we conducted a user study in which participants, recruited via social networking sites, were presented with sets of movies or musicians (no combinations of both), and were requested to freely select one or more core and domain-specific emotions for each item. A total of 72 users participated, evaluating 178 movies and 132 musicians. They generated 713 evaluation cases, assigning an average of 4.08 and 3.38 domain-specific emotional categories, and 3.30 and 4.18 core emotions, to items in the movie and music domains, respectively. To facilitate the evaluation, the users could select preferred movie and music genres and the language -English or Spanish -of the online evaluation tool (http://ir.ii.uam.es/emotions), and skip any item they did not want to evaluate.
We note that, as expressed by some of the participants, there are cases in which it is difficult to assign certain emotions to an item. Opposite emotions (e.g. happiness and sadness) can be evoked in different parts of a particular movie, and by different compositions of the same musician. This fact should be taken into account carefully in the future, and may have caused an underestimation of the precision of our methods; several participants decided not to assign certain emotions, which could have been retrieved by our methods, but were not considered as relevant. Table 4 shows the top emotional categories assigned by the users to items belonging to some of the 26 genres considered from the Jinni and Last.fm systems, in the movie and music domains, respectively. Table 5 shows cooccurrence values of some core emotions in movie and music item profiles created by the users. These tables show coherent correspondences between domain emotions and genres (e.g. exciting for action movies, and peacefulness for ambient music), and between core emotions within the quadrants of Russell's circumplex model (e.g. happy and content). It is interesting to note that there are emotions that barely relate with others (e.g. bored and sad). Table 4 . Top emotional categories implicitly assigned to some movie and music genres.
Movie genre Top emotional categories
Music genre Top emotional categories action exciting, suspenseful, offbeat ambient peacefulness, nostalgia, transcendence comedy humorous, feel good, offbeat classical nostalgia, peacefulness, joy crime suspenseful, clever, bleak jazz nostalgia, peacefulness, power drama emotional, captivating, gloomy rock power, tension, joy horror scary, rough, exciting pop joy, power, tenderness war emotional, captivating, rough world wonder, transcendence, power 
Evaluating Emotion-oriented Tag-based Profiles
In the user study, participants stated which core and domain-specific emotions they consider as relevant for each item (movie or musician), thus manually (and collectively) creating emotion-oriented item profiles, which we consider as ground truth.
To evaluate the quality of the emotion-oriented profiles generated by our methods (Section 4.3) with respect to the ground truth profiles, we compared them with precision metrics. Specifically, we computed Precision at position k, P@k, which, for a particular item, is defined as the percentage of the top k emotions returned by a method that are relevant for the item, as stated by the users of our study. We also computed R-precision, which is defined as the precision of the top R emotions returned by a method for an item, being R the number of emotions that are relevant, as stated by the users of our study. Under a reasonable set of assumptions, R-precision approximates the area under the precision-recall curve [1] . Table 6 shows average precision values of the different methods (and a random emotion ranking method) on the movie and music domains.
The basic method was the best performing approach in both domains (with highest P@1 values around 70%), only outperformed by the extended_10 method in the movie domain for the core emotion-oriented profiles. In general, the methods performed in the music domain better than in the movie domain, and were able to identify domain emotional categories more effectively than core emotions in both domains. 
Evaluating Emotion-oriented Recommendations
In the user study, participants initially stated which movie and music genres they were interested in, and, in addition to emotions, they assigned to movies and musicians numeric ratings in the range [1, 10] according to their tastes. In a second part of our experiment, we evaluated whether emotional information of items can be used to increase the accuracy of recommendation based on the users' past ratings. For such purpose, and due to the limited number of ratings in the study, we addressed the recommendation problem as a (binary) classification task instead of as a rating prediction task, in which collaborative filtering strategies could be applied. For each user, we considered as relevant those items to which she assigned a rating over her average rating value, and as non-relevant to the reminder items she rated. We then built patterns datasets in which each pattern was associated to an evaluation case [user u, item i, rating r, core emotions { }, domain-specific emotions { }]. A pattern's class was 0 or 1, relevant or non-relevant, based on r and what was explained above. Its attributes were binary values associated to u's genres of interest, binary values associated to i's core emotions, and binary values associated to i's domain-specific emotions. To assess the impact of emotions in recommendation, we separately evaluated classification cases with/without the consideration of the emotion attributes. We used such cases (patterns) to build and evaluate several well known classifiers, namely Naïve Bayes, Random forest, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Support Vector Machine (SVM), which we used as model-based recommender systems. Table 7 shows the best average (10-fold cross validation) performance values of the classifiers for the distinct pattern attribute configurations and domains. In addition to accuracy values, we also report √ and AUC values to take the class balance levels into account. Classifiers incorporating emotion attributes outperformed those built with only the users' genres of interest. For movies, core emotions were more valuable, whereas for musicians, domain-specific emotions were better. Random forest (for movies) and SVM (for music) were the best performing classifiers. 
Future Work
The next step in our research is to exploit the generated emotion-oriented profiles for developing mood-based and cross-domain recommendation strategies. We are interested in determining which items (according to the emotions they evoke) should be suggested to a user based on her current mood, and which items in a (target) domain should be suggested to a user whose preferences in a distinct (source) domain are available. We believe our emotion model and its cross-domain folksonomies could help address such problems independently or in combination with existing approaches [2] [17].
